Pathwork on

We Each Have Life Tasks To Fulfill
This quote from Pathwork Lecture 20 God: The Creation states that each one of us has
unique life tasks to fulfill, and that we shall not have peace until, with the help of God,
we find what these tasks are. Often our Lower Self “un-godlike” aspects distort or block
the way to knowing our task that our Higher Self is communicating to us. So the first
steps to finding and fulfilling our tasks may be steps of purification and personal
development so that we see more clearly the guidance coming to us from deep within.
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Thus, God created many beings and many worlds, long before a material
world existed: worlds of harmony, happiness, infinite beauty, and infinite
possibilities which unfolded creative divine aspects for all beings.
Here, the divine substance of each created being was freely active, and
not covered by foreign and un-godlike matter.
I have often said that it is your task to uncover this divine substance
within you and to free it of these God-opposed layers
which rob you of your unity
• with yourself and
• with God.
This divine substance is also referred to as a human being's higher self or
divine spark.
It is also referred to, at times, as the Holy Ghost.
The Holy Ghost is not one being, nor is it part of a threefold God in the
sense it is often interpreted: it is simply the divine substance that every living
creature possesses to some degree whether freed to some extent of other
substances or still covered up by them.
So you can see that the idea of the Trinity has been often misunderstood;
yet there is also a great amount of truth within the misunderstanding.
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Think carefully of all I have said so far, even though there is still some
information lacking which will complete the basic picture for you. Yet, even
through this incomplete picture, you will find a number of questions answered
if you take the trouble
• to think deeply,
• to meditate, and
• to ask God to help you to understand.

When you have gained this understanding, you will be in a position to
comprehend
• what life really means,
• your reason for existence here, and
• what your personal task in this life is.

There isn't a person without a task!
Those who have peace of mind will have found their tasks. Whoever has
not found this peace has not yet found his or her place.
Your innermost self will give you the message whether or not you have
found your task through
• the happiness or
• unrest it communicates to you.
All you have to do is ask yourself.
If you still find
• unrest,
• haste,
• nervousness, and
• lack of peace of mind,
then ask God
• to help you find your task,
• to be open for it,
so that you can understand His guidance.
What may still stand in the way between you and the complete
fulfillment of your life task may be your personal development. It may be that
you are blind to some aspects of your own personality and they stand in the
way to your fulfillment.
So do not look too far in your quest for the answer. Right within your self
are all the answers you need in order to conduct your life in a way that God will
be pleased with you.

